
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN 
 

THE ‘LUCIANIC’ TEXT OF THE CANONICAL AND APOCRYPHAL 
SECTIONS OF ESTHER: A REWRITTEN BIBLICAL BOOK  

 
The so-called Lucianic (L) text of Esther is contained in manuscripts 19 
(Brooke-McLean: b’), 93 (e2), 108 (b), 319 (y), and part of 392 (see 
Hanhart, Esther, 15–16). In other biblical books the Lucianic text is joined 
by manuscripts 82, 127, 129. In Esther this group is traditionally called 
‘Lucianic’ because in most other books it represents a ‘Lucianic’ text, 
even though the ‘Lucianic’ text of Esther and that of the other books have 
little in common in either vocabulary or translation technique.1 The same 
terminology is used here (the L text). Some scholars call this text A, as 
distinct from B which designates the LXX.2  

Brooke-McLean3 and Hanhart, Esther print the LXX and L separately, 
just as Rahlfs, Septuaginta (1935) provided separate texts of A and B in 
Judges.  

Despite the separation between L and the LXX in these editions, the 
unique character of L in Esther was not sufficiently noted, possibly 
because Rahlfs, Septuaginta does not include any of its readings. Also HR 

                                                             
1 Scholars attempted in vain to detect the characteristic features of LXXLuc in Esther as 

well. For example, the Lucianic text is known for substituting words of the LXX with 
synonymous words, and a similar technique has been detected in Esther by Cook, “A 
Text,” 369–370. However, this criterion does not provide sufficient proof for labeling the L 
text of Esther ‘Lucianic,’ since the use of synonymous Greek words can be expected to 
occur in any two Greek translations of the same Hebrew text. Furthermore, the tendency of 
Atticism, which is characteristic of the Lucianic recension, has been recognized by Hanhart, 
Esther, 89 also in the L text, of Esther but the evidence is not strong. For other characteristics 
of the L text, see Hanhart, Esther, 87–95. 

2 Thus Moore, “Greek Witness” and Cook, “A Text” on the basis of earlier editions. In 
his commentaries on Esther and the “Additions,” Moore employs the abbreviation AT (A 
Text). 

3 In distinction from the principles used elsewhere in the Cambridge Septuagint, the 
edition of the L text of Esther is eclectic, reproducing P.A. de Lagarde, Librorum Veteris 
Testamenti canonicorum pars prior graece (Göttingen 1883). The L text of Esther has been 
printed as a separate text ever since the edition of Esther by Usserius (London 1655). 
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does not quote the readings of L in Esther, since it includes only A, B, S, 
and the Sixtine edition.4  

The L text differs greatly from MT in omissions, additions, and 
content. An analysis of its nature is of importance for understanding the 
Greek translation(s) of Esther and possibly also for the textual and 
recensional history of the Hebrew text. Three explanations suggest 
themselves: (1) L reflects an early recensionally different text of the book 
of which the Greek translation is a reliable, though not a literal, 
translation;5 (2) L is an inner-Greek rewriting of the biblical story. (3) L is 
a Greek translation of a Hebrew (or Aramaic) rewriting of the story as in 
MT. By implication, the assumption of a recensionally different book (1) 
bears on our understanding of the literary history of the biblical book of 
Esther, while (2) and (3) bear only on the history of its interpretation. 
Although the original language of L cannot be determined easily, 
possibilities (2) and/or (3) are to be preferred. 

I. The dependence of L upon the LXX 

L is closely connected with the LXX of Esther and even depends upon it 
as shown by idiosyncratic common renderings and errors in L 
depending on the LXX. While Hanhart, Esther, 88 demonstrated the close 
relationship between the two texts with examples from Additions C and 
E, we turn to the canonical sections of Esther. 
Examples of renderings common to L and the LXX: 

1:20  ˜fq d[w lwdgml 
 LXX aÓpo\ ptwcouv eºwß plousi÷ou  
 L ajpo; ptwcw`n e{wß plousivwn 
9:3  µydwhyh ta µyaçnm 
 LXX e˙ti÷mwn tou\ß   jIoudai÷ouß 
 L ejtivmwn tou;ß   jIoudaivouß 

                                                             
4 Hanhart, Esther, 90, n. 1, mentions a hand-written concordance of L (without Hebrew 

equivalents) by P.H. Daking Gooderham (1957). 
5 Thus Moore, “Greek Witness,” Cook, “A Text”, C.B. Paton, Esther (ICC; Edinburgh 

1908) 38, and C.C. Torrey, “The Older Books of Esther,” HTR 37 (1944) 1–40. Torrey 
described in detail the importance of the two Greek versions of Esther that, in his view, 
reflect Greek translations of the original Aramaic text of Esther, from which MT was 
translated and adapted. 

The possibility that L reflects a recensionally different text of Esther can be supported by 
the omission in L of several elements which are problematic in MT (for example, see some 
of the minus elements of L described on pp. 540–541). In that case, L reflects a stage of the 
development of the book that preceded the expanded text of MT. However, this view 
cannot be supported by the other minus elements in L, nor by the known features of that 
text. Therefore, the alternative explanations are preferred. 
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9:3  ˚lml rça hkalmh yç[w 
 LXX oi̊ basilikoi« grammatei√ß 
 L oiJ basilikoi; grammatei`ß 
10:3  çwrwçja ˚lml hnçm ydwhyh ykdrm yk 
 LXX oJ de« Mardocai√oß diede÷ceto to\n basile÷a ∆Artaxe÷rxhn 
 L oJ de; Mardocai`oß diedevceto to;n basileva jAssuh̀ron 
  (for a similar rendering, see 2 Chr 31:12). 

Corruption in L shows its dependence on the LXX text: 
9:7–10  ˜mh ynb trç[ .. ˜wpld taw atdnçrp taw ... 
 LXX to/n te Farsannestain kai« Delfwn ... tou\ß de÷ka ui̊ou\ß  

  Aman  
 L kai; to;n Farsan kai; to;n ajdelfo;n aujtoù ... kai; tou;ß  

  devka uiJou;ß Aman  
The name of Haman’s son, Delfwn, was corrupted in L to to;n ajdelfo;n aujtouv (i.e., 
Farsan’s brother). This reading makes little sense because all the men listed were 
brothers. The corruption must have occurred at an early stage because 
subsequently the Greek context has been changed: since the list starts by 
mentioning ‘Farsan and his brother,’ it could not any more have the summary 
line, ‘the ten sons of Haman.’ Therefore, by the addition of kai/ which is 
necessarily secondary since it depends on the corruption of Delfwn to ajdelfovn, 
the six names6 were separated from the next phrase —’and the ten sons of 
Haman.’ 

8:17  µydhytm ≈rah ym[m µybrw 
 LXX kai\ polloi\ twvn ejqnwvn periete/monto 
 L kai; polloi; tẁn Ioudaivwn perietevmonto 

The most simple explanation of µydhytm would be that the Gentiles ‘became 
Jews’ out of fear of Mordecai. It was thus understood by the LXX and L: ‘they 
were circumcised.’ According to the LXX, this refers to the Gentiles (e¶qnh); 
according to L, to the Jews, but the latter makes little sense. L’s dependence on 
the LXX shows in the verb perietevmonto (‘were circumcised’) which derives from 
the LXX; tẁn Ioudaivwn probably reflects a second rendering of µydhytm (≈rah ym[m 
of MT is not represented in L). 

4:8  LXX + ... dio/ti Aman oJ deutereu/wn tw◊ˆ basilei√ e˙la¿lhsen ... 
 L + ... o{ti Aman oJ deutereuvwn lelavlhke tw/` basilei` ... 

The separation between the translation of the two elements of the phrase hnçm 
˚lml (cf. MT 10:3 [not in LXX or L]) in L is secondary. In 4:8, the Greek phrase 

                                                             
6 L mentions only five sons of Haman as well as ‘Farsan’s brother.’ 
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which has no counterpart in MT refers to Haman, while in the MT of 10:3 it refers 
to Mordecai. 

The few instances adduced here and the data apud Hanhart, Esther, 88 
and B. Jacob, “Das Buch Esther bei den LXX,” ZAW 10 (1890) 261, 
demonstrate L’s dependence upon the LXX.7 The exact relationship 
between L and the LXX (and MT) is discussed in the next section. 

II. The relationship between L and the LXX  

Taking into consideration significant agreements and disagreements 
between L and the LXX, we cannot avoid the conclusion that L reflects a 
revision of the LXX, as was suggested by most scholars. We focus, 
however, on the many differences between L and MT. 

Since L is based on the LXX, the many deviations of L from MT must 
have resulted either from the translator’s free attitude to his Hebrew 
and/or Greek Vorlage or from a different Vorlage. Prior to this analysis it 
should be examined whether L had independent access to a Hebrew text 
different from MT. That this was the case is evident from the many 
syntactic Hebraisms in short additions to MT. Here are some examples of 
such additions in L, tentatively retroverted into Hebrew:   

3:5   + kai; ejzhvtei ajnelei`n to;n Mardocai`on kai; pavnta to;n  
lao;n aujtouv` ejn hjmevra/ mia/`  

      =  dja µwyb wm[ lk (ta)w ykdrm ta grhl çqbyw  
Cf. 2:21 LXX kai; ejzhvtoun ajpokteìnai = (˚lmb) dy jwlçl wçqbyw and further 1:12 
(below).  

6:4 (2)  + eijı parafulakh;n th̀ı yuch̀ı mou = yçpn trmçml 
6:4 (2)  + diovti aujto;ı ejpoivhsev me zh̀n a[cri toù nùn  
   = µlh/ht[ d[ ynyjh awh yk  

Note the representation of the hiph’il by poievw + inf., frequently found elsewhere 
in the LXX; see Tov, “Hiph’il”*. 

6:5 (3)  + ejnevkeito ga;r fovboı Aman ejn toi`ı splavgcnoiı aujtẁn  
  = µbrqb ˜mh djp lpn yk 

  cf. 9:3 µhyl[ ykdrm djp lpn yk 
  Note the different renderings in L and LXX. 

                                                             
7 The relationship between L and the LXX is more complex than is implied here, but our 

remarks are limited to the canonical sections. It has been recognized (e.g., Cook, “A Text,” 
371) that in the sections which have been translated from a Semitic Vorlage (the canonical 
sections as well as some of the Additions), the LXX and L reflect two different translations 
(see below), whereas the sections which have been composed in Greek (at least Additions B 
and E) relate to each other as two recensions of one Greek text. 
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6:13 (10)  + (wJı de; e[gnw Aman o{ti oujk h\n aujto;ı oJ doxazovmenoı  
  ajll j o{ti Mardocai`oı) sunetrivbh hJ kardiva aujtoù  
   sfovdra (kai; metevbale to; pneùma aujtoù ejn 
ejkluvsei)  

  = dam wbl hrbçn8  
6:17 (11)  + ... kai; hJ kardiva aujtoù pro;ı to;n kuvrion = ‘h la wblw 
7:2   +...  (kai; hJgwnivasen Esqhr ejn tẁ/ ajpaggevllein o{ti oJ  

  ajntivdikoı) ejn ojfqalmoi`ı aujth̀ı kai; oJ qeo;ı e[dwken  
  aujth/` qavrsoı ejn tẁ// aujth;n ejpikalei`sqai aujtovn  

  = wyla harqb jk hl ˜tn µyhlaw hyny[b...9   
The assumption that L is based on a Hebrew text may be supported by 
renderings which represent MT more faithfully than the LXX: 

1:3   wynpl twnydmh yrçw ... 
 LXX  ... kai« toi√ß a‡rcousin tw◊n satrapw◊n  
 L  ... kai; oiJ a[rconteß tẁn cwrw`n kata; provswpon  

   aujtoù 
1:12   wb hr[b wtmjw dam ˚lmh πxqyw 
 LXX  kai« e˙luph/qh oJ basileu\ß kai« wÓrgi÷sqh  
 L  ejluphvqh sfovdra kai; ojrgh; ejxekauvqh ejn aujtẁ/  
1:14   ˚lmh ynp yar 
 LXX  oi̊ e˙ggu\ß touv basile÷wß 
 L  kai; oiJ oJrw`nteı to; provswpon toù basilevwı 
2:7   harm tbwfw rat tpy 
 LXX  kalo\n tw◊ˆ ei¶dei  
 L  kalh; tẁ/ ei[dei sfovdra kai; wJraiva th̀/ o[yei 
3:1   ... ldg hlah µyrbdh rja 
 LXX  meta» de« tauvta ejdovxaxen  
 L  kai; ejgevneto meta; tou;ı lovgouı touvtouı   

   ejmegavlunen ... 
3:1   µyrçh lk l[m wask ta µçyw 
 LXX  kai« e˙prwtoba¿qrei pa¿ntwn tw◊n fi÷lwn aujtouv  
 L  kai; e[qhke to;n qrovnon aujtoù uJperavnw tẁn  

    fivlwn aujtoù10 

                                                             
8 This phrase is known only from biblical contexts. See LSJ, s.v. 
9 For further examples, see Moore, “Greek Witness,” 355–58. 
10 For further examples, see C.A. Moore, The Greek Text of Esther, unpubl. diss., John 

Hopkins University 1965, 51; Cook, “A Text,” 375. 
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III. The Hebrew text underlying L 

L had independent access to a Hebrew (or Aramaic) text which differed 
from MT and it probably revised the LXX towards that text. The nature 
of this underlying text is investigated here by turning to the so-called 
apocryphal Additions to Esther. The two Greek versions of Esther 
contain six major additions, traditionally named A–F, besides many 
minor additions. The location of Additions A–F at the end of the 
canonical sections by Jerome led to misleading conclusions because 
scholars usually did not ascribe these Additions to the translator himself. 
Although the ‘canonical’ and ‘non-canonical’ components were mostly 
studied separately, the combined investigation improves the 
understanding of both the LXX and L. 

L differs from MT not only with regard to large expansions, but also 
with regard to extensive omissions, inversions, and changes. The 
question of the original language of the Additions bears on the issues 
under investigation. If they were translated from Hebrew or Aramaic, 
their fate is closely connected with that of the canonical sections; 
however, if some were originally in Greek, they could have been 
composed by the translator himself. In this case, the fate of these 
additions is closely connected with the Greek version. Scholars believe 
that the original language of Expansions A, C, D, F was Hebrew or 
Aramaic, and that of Expansions B and E was Greek.11 

We submit that the translation of the canonical sections in L and the 
so-called Expansions should be regarded as one organic unit (thus also 
Langen, “Esther,” 255):  

1. The canonical sections in L contain several references to the 
Expansions. For example, in 1:1, kai; ejgevneto meta; tou;ı lovgouı touvtouı 
(= hlah µyrbdh rja yhyw; note the Hebraic diction) was added after 
Addition A had been prefixed to chapter 1. kai; dehvqhte toù qeou` 
(4:11[15]) and wJı ejpauvsato Esqhr proseucomevnh (5:1) both refer to 
Expansion C (similar connections with the Expansions are found in the 
LXX to these verses, and in 2:20; 4:8). 

2. When the Expansions were attached to the canonical sections, there 
resulted a certain redundancy which still shows in the LXX. In L this 
redundancy was avoided by omitting some components of the canonical 
text. Presumably, the author of the Hebrew (or Aramaic) Vorlage of L 
                                                             

11 See Langen, “Esther,” 264–266; A. Scholz, Commentar über das Buch “Esther” mit seinen 
“Zusätzen” und über “Susanna” (Würzburg 1892) xxi–xxiii; C.A. Moore, “On the Origins of 
the LXX Additions to the Book of Esther,” JBL 92 (1973) 382–393; R.A. Martin, “Syntax 
Criticism of the LXX Additions to the Book of Esther,” JBL 94 (1975) 65–72. 
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was responsible for these omissions, just as he was responsible for other 
omissions and additions. Since both the minor additions (for examples, 
see section 5 below) and the large Expansions A, C, D, F were originally 
composed in Hebrew (or Aramaic), also the omissions vis-à-vis MT 
derived from that Hebrew (or Aramaic) text, rather than from the Greek 
translator. Three examples follow: 

2:6 om L. The content of this verse (genealogy and background of 
Mordecai) is given in Expansion A 2(3). 

2:21–23 om L. This section tells of Mordecai’s discovery of a plot 
against the king which he subsequently foiled. In the canonical book this 
section is of major importance; in L it was omitted, probably because the 
matter had already been mentioned in Expansion A 9 (11) –17. 

5:1–2 om L (also in the LXX). Expansion D elaborates on 5:1–2 of the 
canonical text; hence, the parallel verses in MT were omitted. 

Two other omissions concern expansions originally written in Greek: 
3:12 om L. The content of this verse is covered by Expansion B. 
8:7–13 om L. The greater part of these verses were omitted because 

they are covered by Expansion E which contains the decree which 
allowed the Jews to take revenge on their enemies. 

3. In a few cases, the expansions share vocabulary with the canonical 
sections, e.g.: 

A 18 L: kai; ejzhvtei oJ Aman kakopoih̀sai to;n Mardocai`on (similar to 
the LXX); cf. 3:5 L kai; ejzhvtei ajnelei`n to;n Mardocai`on (different from 
MT); cf. also 2:21 LXX and E 3, L and LXX.  

A 14 L: kai; oJmologhvsanteı oiJ eujnoùcoi ajphvcqhsan (similar to the 
LXX); cf. the use of this verb in 7:11 ajpacqhvtw Aman kai; mh; zhvtw (differ-
ent from MT). 

The ‘canonical’ and ‘apocryphal’ sections of L should be considered as 
one unit, although the translation of the latter does not depend on the 
former. An illustration is 2:6 which is quoted in A 3 in a wording which 
is closer to MT than to the LXX and L of 2:6. A 3 mentions ‘Jechoniah 
king of Judah,’ as does MT of 2:6, whereas the Greek versions (or their 
Vorlage) omitted the words between hlgh µ[ and hlgh rça, possibly due 
to homoioteleuton (resulting in the strange construction of the LXX). 
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IV. The nature of the Expansions in L 

If the canonical and non-canonical sections of L (with the probable 
exclusion of Expansions B and E)12 indeed formed one unit, we should 
now turn to a characterization of the L text as a whole. 

1. The additions in toto and in many details are secondary when 
compared with MT. The contradictions in content between the 
expansions and the canonical text of Esther have been amply illustrated 
by Paton, Esther (see n. 5) 43; Moore, Additions, 179. 

2. In its revision of the LXX, L often follows the Vorlage closely, and at 
times represents it more faithfully than the LXX (see section II). At the 
same time, the revision often deviated from its Hebrew and Greek 
Vorlagen as is shown by a comparison of the three texts in the following 
instances: 

1:4  wtlwdg trapt rqy 
LXX kai« th\n do/xan thvß eujfrosu/nhß touv plou/tou aujtouv 
L kai; th;n timh;n th̀" kauchvsew" aujtoù 

3:2 ˜k yk ˜mhl µywjtçmw µy[rk ˚lmh r[çb rça ˚lmh ydb[ lkw   
 hwjtçy alw [rky al ykdrmw ˚lmh wl hwx 

LXX kai« pa¿nteß oi̊ e˙n thvØ aujlhvØ proseku/noun aujtw◊ˆ. ou¢twß  
 ga»r prose÷taxen oJ basileu\ß poihvsai. oJ de« Mardocai√oß  
 ouj proseku/nei aujtw◊ˆ  

L pavntwn ou\n proskunouvntwn aujtẁn kata; to; provstagma   
 toù basilevwß Mardocai`oß ouj prosekuvnei aujtw/`  

5:13 bçwy ydwhyh ykdrm ta har yna rça t[ lkb yl hwç wnnya hz lkw  
 ˚lmh r[çb 

LXX kai« tauvta¿ moi oujk aÓre÷skei o¢tan i¶dw Mardocai√on to\n  
 jIoudai√on e˙n thvØ aujlhvØ  

L toùto de; lupei` me movnon o{tan i[dw to;n Mardocai`on to;n   
 jIoudai`on ejn th̀/ aujlh/` toù̀ basilevwı kai; mh; proskunei` me 

It seems impossible to conciliate the literal and the free elements in L. 
Moreover, the LXX reflects renderings of both types throughout the 
canon. Accordingly, their juxtaposition in the L text of Esther is not 
surprising. Furthermore, one should pay attention to the proportions. 
The non-literal elements in L seem to be dominant. Finally, the literal 
elements are found more frequently in the former than in the latter part 
of the book (see below). 
                                                             

12 At least Expansion E was added secondarily. A short version of the original text of the 
letter is found after 8:35 in L (before 8:15 of MT), while an expanded version of that letter 
(Expansion E) is found after 8:12. 
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3. The author of the text which underlies L (or simply L, as he will be 
called in the following discussion) felt free to rewrite the biblical story. 
He added, omitted and rewrote many details. Approximately half of the 
biblical book was omitted in L. While in chapters 1–7 L followed at least 
the framework of the biblical text, little was left of chapters 8–10. The 
editor appears to have been more interested in the first two thirds than 
in the last third of the biblical story. It is of interest to note here that in 
Midrash Abba Gurion,13 chapters 8–10 are not represented, and in b. Meg. 
10b–17a (a running commentary on Esther), they are commented upon 
very briefly. Possibly the account of the Jews’ revengeful killing of their 
enemies was not to the liking of the authors of L and of these midrashic 
collections.  

4. The introduction (Expansion A) and subscription (Expansion F) 
provide the framework into which the author integrated the rewritten 
story. One of the main features of the text behind the LXX and L is the 
emphasis on the role of God behind the events.14 God informs Mordecai 
in a dream (A 4–10) what he plans to do. The meaning of the cryptic 
dream is clarified in the postscript (Expansion F).15 In the biblical story, 
Esther is not concerned about dietary laws when she dines with the king, 
but in Expansion C 27–28, she is extremely concerned about this issue. D 
8 mentions God’s intervention (kai; metevbalen oJ qeo;" to; pneùma tou` 
basilevw" [then God changed the spirit of the king]) and C 20 refers to 
the temple (sbevsai dovxan oi[kou sou kai; qusiasthvriovn sou [to quench the 
glory of your house and your altar]).  

A conspicuous feature of the biblical story is the absence of the name 
of God.16 However, in the LXX and L God is mentioned often, both in the 
Additions and in the canonical sections.17 Thus, in a free rendering of the 
Hebrew (2:20) of Mordecai’s instructions to Esther, the LXX adds: 
fobei`sqai to;n qeo;n kai; poiei`n ta; prostavgmata aujtoù (to fear God and 
execute His commands). A similar addition is made in another 
instruction of Mordecai to Esther (4:8): ejpikavlesai to;n kuvrion (to invoke 
the Lord). An addition of kuvrio" (the Lord) is found in 6:1, but the 
textual status of this verse is unclear. Likewise, in L, Mordecai says to 
Esther in 4:14 (9) ajll∆ oJ qeo;" e[stai aujtoi`" bohqov" (but God will help 
them). There are similar additions in L of qeov" (God) in 4:16 (11) and in 
                                                             

13 S. Buber, Sammlung Agadischer Commentare zum Buche Esther (Wilna 1886) 1–42. 
14 See Moore, Additions, 158–159; W.H. Brownlee, “Le livre grec d’Esther et la royauté 

divine—corrections orthodoxes au livre d’Esther,” RB 73 (1966) 161–85. 
15 See E. Erlich, “Der Traum des Mardochai,” ZRGG 7 (1955) 69–74. 
16 For the background of this and related issues, see S. Talmon, “‘Wisdom’ in the Book of 

Esther,” VT 13 (1963) 419–55. 
17  See Brownlee (n. 14). 
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7:2: kai; oJ qeo;" e[dwken aujth̀/ qavrso" (and God gave her courage). 
Noteworthy is the translation of rja µwqmm (from another quarter) in 4:14 
as oJ qeovı and the mention of God in connection with the reference to 
fasting in 4:16. For the text of 7:2, see section II above. 

5. L embellished the story as he saw fit. The subjective nature of these 
embellishments precludes any consistency. Such expansions are found in 
Expansion D (the appearance of Esther before the king, parallel to 5:1–2 
of MT), Expansion B (the first letter of the king, after 3:13 of MT) and 
Expansion E (the second letter of the king, after 8:12). 

The canonical sections contain many expansions of MT, e.g.: 
1:12  + o{ti hjkuvrwsen Ouastin th;n boulh;n aujtoù  
 = wtx[ ta ytçw hrph yk 
cf. 1:16 + o{ti hjkuvrwse to; provstagma toù basilevwı  
 = ˚lmh tx[ ta hrph yk 

ajkurovw does not occur in the canonical books of the LXX. It is known from 
Aquila’s revision where it frequently equals rph. Hence, it is plausible to 
retrovert here the phrase hx[ rph which occurs often in the Bible. 

4:8  Contains a long addition which is partly based on the  
 LXX. The mention of btkh ˜gçtp in MT probably  
 prompted L to dwell on its assumed contents. 

5:14  + ejpei; sugkecwvrhkev se oJ basileu;ı ajfanivsai tou;ı   
 jIoudaivouı kai; e[dwkavn soi oiJ qeoi; eijı ejkdivkhsin aujtẁn  
 hJmevran ojlevqrion 

6:2–3 Long addition. The king stresses that nothing was done  
 for Mordecai. His servants hesitate to answer him  
 because they envy Mordecai. L draws a parallel  
 between Mordecai’s and Haman’s fear (for the text,  
 see p. 538). 

6:10 Short expansion, see p. 539. 
6:11 Long expansion, see p. 539. 
7:2 Long expansion, see p. 539. 
7:5 Long expansion. Esther pities the king, soothes him and  

 asks him not to be angry. The king makes Esther swear  
 to tell him who is the evildoer. The addition adds  
 much dramatic effect to the story. 

6. In the rewriting of the biblical story, the author was guided by his 
understanding of its major points, so that details were often omitted. 
Again, no consistency should be expected. It could be argued, e.g., that 
the genealogy of Mordecai and the historical background as depicted in 
MT (2:6, not in L) fit the religious tendencies of L, and therefore should 
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have been retained. However, L may have omitted the verse because he 
considered it of little importance for the main thread of the story,18 like 
many other seemingly less relevant or unnecessary details. Further 
examples follow: 

1:3 çwlç tnçb  
 In L the symposium is not dated. 
1:10 (t[bç skrkw rtz atgbaw atgb anwbrj atzb  ˜mwhm)l rma   

 (çwrwçja ˚lmh ynp ta µytrçmh) µysyrsh  
 The names of the seven eunuchs are not mentioned in L. 
1:14 (t[bç ˜kwmm ansrm srm çyçrt atmda rtç ançrk) wyla brqhw  

 ydmw srp yrç 
 The names of the seven princes are not mentioned. 
1:17–18 om. These verses interrupt the sequence of vv. 16–19.  

 The suggestion that the rebellion of Vashti could cause  
 other women, especially princesses, to rebel, is a mere  
 afterthought. 

1:22 Omitted. V. 22 contains two elements: (1) the king sends  
 a letter to all provinces; (2) the gist of the letter is that  
 every man should rule in his own house and be   
 permitted to talk in his own language. This verse some- 
 how continues vv. 17–18 which are also lacking in L.  
 V. 22a is not needed in the context since v. 21 already  
 mentioned that the king accepted the advice of  
 Memuchan. 

2:7 hr[nhw (µaw ba hl ˜ya yk) wdd tb rtsa (ayh hsdh) ta ˜ma yhyw  
 (tbl wl ykdrm hjql hmaw hyba twmbw) harm tbwfw rat tpy  

 The sections in parentheses are missing in L. 
2:8–18 L condensed the long and detailed description. A large  

 part of the section is lacking in L: 8a, 9b, 10–13, 14b, 15– 
 16, and small segments of vv. 17–18. As a result, the  
 ceremony of assembling the maidens is missing, as well  
 as details of grooming the maidens for their meeting  
 with the king. L knows that Esther was chosen from  
 among many maidens (v. 17 wJı de; katemavnqanen oJ   
 Basileu;ı pavsaı ta;ı parqevnouı). In the rewritten text  
                                                             

18 The verse presents an exegetical problem when compared with 1:1 ff. If Mordecai was 
deported with the exile of Jechoniah in 597 (2:6), and if çwrwçja is identified as Xerxes who 
reigned from 486 until 465 BCE, Mordecai must have been over 100 years old when the 
events described took place, and his adopted daughter must have been too old for the 
biblical Esther. Moreover, 2:6 contains the only allusion to the history of the Jewish people. 
Since the book of Esther lacks a religious background and contains no references to either 
Palestine, the temple, or Jewish history, L may have omitted this verse on purpose. 
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 (in which vv. 10–13 are lacking), v. 14a hab ayh br[b   
 hbç ayh rqbbw refers to Esther (cf. the added phrase 
 wJı de; eijshvcqh Esqhr pro;ı to;n basileva), rather than  
 to the maidens in general. 

2:19–20 Omitted. Exegetes consider these verses as contextually  
 very difficult, especially v. 19a (which is also lacking  
 in the LXX). After Esther has been chosen as queen and  
 the symposium was held (v. 18), there was no need for a  
 second assembling of the virgins (v. 19). For this reason,  
 this section may have been omitted. 

4:3 Omitted. This verse describes the situation in the  
 Persian empire. It disturbs the connection between vv. 2  
 and 4, which concern the personal fate of Mordecai. 

4:4–11The section is much shorter in L. Inter alia, vv. 4, 5–7  
 are lacking. There also is a difference in subject matter;  
 according to MT, Esther sends Hatakh to Mordecai,  
 but in L Hatakh is not mentioned. The section which  
 reports the sending of messengers is condensed in such a  
 way that the initiative seems to come from Mordecai. 

 For further omissions see 4:13b; 5:11, and chapters 8–10,  
 where little of the biblical story is left. 

7. The author felt free to make changes and revise whole sections: 

1:13–15 In L, v. 13 is followed by v. 15 and then v. 14. The syntax  
 of MT in vv. 13–15 is difficult. L gives the only correct  
 interpretation of this text by connecting the verb of  
 v.13a with v. 15 (v. 13b as well as v. 14 contain  
 subordinate clauses). The order vv. 15, 14 probably  
 resulted from the syntactical rewriting of the passage. 

3:1–5  Much of vv. 1–5 differs in L from MT, but the message of  
 both texts is basically the same. There are several  
 omissions and additions. Note especially the addition  
 in v. 5 (mentioned above, p. 538) which reflects Hebraic  
 diction. 

3:6–13 Vv. 6–13 occur in L in the sequence: 6 8 9 11 10 7 13. The  
 most important result of this change vis-à-vis MT is  
 that the choice of the 13th of Adar succeeds Haman’s  
 coming to the king. In a way, L’s sequence is more  
 logical. Haman would not have chosen the day for the  
 attack on the Jews before permission was granted by the  
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 king. The sequence in MT has caused some exegetes to  
 explain the throwing of lots as referring originally to  
 the choice of the day on which it was most suitable for  
 Haman to come to the king. 

3:15 hkwbn ˜çwç ry[hw 
 These words occur in L after ‘and Mordecai knew all  

 that had happened’ (4:11). 
7:10 om. The idea in MT was expressed differently else- 

 where in L: kai; eJsfragivsqh ejn aujtẁ/ oJ bivoı aujtoù (7:13). 
8:1 om. L does not explicate that Ahashverosh gave  

 Haman’s house to Esther. Instead, he has the king  
 complain to Esther that Haman wanted to kill  
 Mordecai, and adds that the king did not know that  
 Mordecai was Esther’s relative (7:14). 

8:2 According to MT, Esther gave Haman’s house to  
 Mordecai; according to L, the king himself gave him  
 the house (7:15). 

8:3–6  om. Instead, L has Mordecai, not Esther, asking  the king to 
annul Haman’s edict (7:16). 

8. L reflects midrash-type exegesis of the biblical story, adding and 
stressing elements in a way that resembles techniques of the Targumim, 
Genesis Apocryphon, and rewritten compositions among the Apocrypha 
and Qumran compositions. Occasionally L also agrees with actual 
midrashim on Esther in the Targumim and in the collections of midrashim 
(see n. 13). The clearest example is the above-mentioned feature of 
placing the story in a religious setting. For agreements in details, unclear 
see 4:15 in L and Targum sheni, 1:5 swthvria in L, and Yalqut Shimoni ad 
loc.:  htçm hç[w ab ˜çbkçkw ˜çbkl ˚lhw twykrpya wyl[ wdm[ç µyrmwa çy; 
Esther’s concern for dietary laws in Expansion C 27–28 is also attested in 
b. Meg. 13a, Midrash Panim Aherim II, 63,64, and Targum sheni 2:7. In all 
these sources God is the main agent behind the scene and his existence is 
felt in all sections of the book. 

In 1:16 L equates ˜kwmm with Bougai`oı (LXX: Moucai`oı), the equiv-
alent of ‘the Agagite’—Haman (thus 3:1; 9:10; E 10). The equation of  
˜kwmm and ˜mh is found also in b. Meg. 12b and Midrash Abba Gurion 1. 

The words rja µwqmm are taken to refer to God in L, Targum rishon and 
Targum sheni. 

9. Like L, the LXX is in the nature of a rewritten story, with large-scale 
deviations from MT.19 Like L, the LXX contains large expansions, and 
                                                             

19 See my study adddd 
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also minor additions and omissions. However, on the whole, the LXX 
does not deviate from MT as much as L (the greater part of chapters 8–10 
which is lacking in L, is found in the LXX).  

To summarize, L is a translation that is based on the LXX but corrects 
it towards a Hebrew (or Aramaic)20 text which differs from MT. This text 
was a midrash-type rewriting of the biblical story. Clines and Fox go one 
step further since according to them, L reflects a different and pristine 
text, which helps us to reconstruct the development of the book.21 If that 
view were correct, the L text of Esther would be of major importance for 
the literary analysis of that book. Clines, for example, believes that the 
original form of Esther ended at 8:17 (7:17 in the L text). Also Jobes 
believes that the L text of Esther is based on a Hebrew original, much 
shorter than MT, but very similar to that text where the two overlap.22 
On the other hand, de Troyer believes that L presents an inner-Greek 
revision not based on a different Hebrew Vorlage.23 

                                                             
20 The issue of the language underlying L must be studied in greater detail. Torrey’s 

arguments (see n. 5) in favor of an Aramaic Vorlage are not convincing, but this possiblility 
cannot be discarded. One is struck, e.g., by the sequence of the words in 1:16 kai; 
ejneteivlato oJ basileu;ı peri; toù Mardocaivou qerapeuvein aujto;n ... kai; pa`san quvran 
ejpifanw`ı threi`n; 6:17 kai; ejdovkei Mardocai`oı tevraı qewrei`n, which is neither Hebrew nor 
Greek, but Aramaic. 

21 D.J.A. Clines, The Esther Scroll—The Story of the Story (JSOTSup 30; Sheffield, 1984); 
M.V. Fox, The Redaction of the Books of Esther (SBL Monograph Series 40; Atlanta, GA, 1991). 

22 K.H. Jobes, The Alpha-Text of Esther—Its Character and Relationship to the Masoretic Text 
(SBLDS 153; Atlanta, GA, 1996).. 

23 K. de Troyer, Het einde van de Alpha-tekst van Ester (Leuven, 1997). 


